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Humans are susceptible to a famous decision bias named framing effect, which refers that people make
different decisions in two decision questions that are intrinsically the same but described in different ways.
This intriguing phenomenon has been widely studied with behavioral methods, animal models, and fMRI
technique. To date, it’s still unknown whether human susceptibility to this intriguing decision bias can be
reflected in scalp potentials. We recorded subjects’ scalp potentials when they decided between risky options and sure options, which were described in positive or negative way. We found that subjects’ brain
potential significantly differed between when their choices were consistent with framing effect and when
not. More significantly, we found that their susceptibility to framing effect could be reflected in their
scalp potentials. Further research in this line can possibly help minimize framing effect bias.
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Introduction
Framing effect refers that two different descriptions of the
intrinsically same decision question lead to different decisions.
A famous example of such came from Tversky and Kahneman
(1981). Suppose a disease is coming to attack US, which will
kill 600 people according to accurate scientific estimation. Two
alternative programs to deal with this disease are proposed. In a
positive frame, you need to choose between 200 people will be
saved for sure, and all people will be saved with a probability
of 1/3 or nobody will be saved with a probability of 2/3. In a
negative frame, you need to choose between 400 people will
die for sure, and all people will die with a probability of 1/3 or
nobody will die with a probability of 2/3. Although the two
decision questions in the two frames are intrinsically the same,
most of people chose the sure option in the positive frame but
the risky option in the negative frame. This phenomenon is so
intriguing that many studies have been devoted into investigating it (Druckman, 2001a, 2001b; Frisch, 1993; Levin, Gaeth,
Schreiber, & Lauriola, 2002; Levin, Schneider, & Gaeth, 1998;
Nelson, Oxley, & Clawson, 1997; Reyna & Ellis, 1994; Smith
& Levin, 1996).
Even non-human animals are also susceptible to the framing
effect. Lakshminarayanan, Chen, and Santos (2011) revealed
that even monkeys exhibited framing effect: they were risk
seeking in negative frames and risk averse in positive frames.
Marsh and Kacelnik (2002) found that even birds like starlings
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exhibited more risk seeking in negative frames than in positive
frames. In their experiment, the gain and loss were represented
by the value higher or lower than the starlings’ expectation.
These studies suggested that framing effect may have ancient
evolutionary root.
With functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), De
Martino, Kumaran, Seymour, and Dolan (2006) found that the
susceptibility to the framing effect can be reflected in the activity of orbital and medial prefrontal cortex across subjects.
Gonzalez, Dana, Koshino, and Just (2005) revealed that the
framing effect was associated with the activity of the prefrontal
and parietal cortices. Deppe et al. (2005) revealed that individuals’ susceptibility to framing effect correlated with the
activity of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex. Deppe et al.
(2007) revealed that individuals’ susceptibility to framing effect
correlated with the activity of the anterior cingulated cortex. All
studies mentioned in this paragraph used fMRI technique.
So far, there are only two ERP studies on the framing effect.
Ma, Feng, Xu, Bian, and Tang (2012) examined the framing
effect in outcome processing and found that outcomes in negative frames induced stronger feedback-related negativity than
outcomes in positive frames. This study did not study framing
effect in decisions. Zhang, Zeng, and Zhang (2010) examined
the scalp potentials induced by different frames. However, this
study did not examine the scalp potentials related to framing
effect (the interaction between frames and choices). It also did
not examine the relationship between susceptibility to framing
effect and scalp potentials.
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To date, no ERP study has been published to examine
whether scalp potentials can reflect human susceptibility to
framing effect in decisions. Therefore we conducted this study.
We hypothesized that behaving according to framing effect
(choosing sure options in positive frame and risky options in
negative frame) recruited more intuition, which are corresponding to the medial prefrontal cortex or anterior cingulate cortex
(Kuo, Sjostrom, Chen, Wang, & Huang, 2009), and so increased electrical potentials on the medial prefrontal scalp. In
contrast, behaving according to reversal framing effect (choosing risky options in positive frame and sure options in negative
frame) recruited more deliberation, which are corresponding to
the parietal cortex (Kuo et al., 2009), and so increased electrical
potentials on the parietal scalp. These scalp potentials might
reflect the participants’ susceptibility to the framing effect.
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Method
Participants
Twenty undergraduates (10 females and 10 males) aged 19 24 years (mean age 21.6 years), with normal or corrected-tonormal vision, from our university participated in the experiment as paid volunteers. All participants were right-handed and
healthy, without a history of neurological or psychiatric illness.
All participants gave written informed consent to participate,
and this study was approved by the Administrative Committee
of Psychological Research in our university.

Procedure
Figure 1 illustrates the procedure in a typical trial. It was explained to the participants as a part of instruction. The first
screen, assuming the subject received ¥900, lasted 2 seconds.
Then came a blank screen, lasting 1 second. The 3rd screen
displayed two options. One option was to surely keep ¥720
(sure option). The other option was to keep all the money mentioned in the 1st screen (¥900 in this example) with a probability
of 4/5 or to lose all the money with a probability of 1/5 (risky
option). Note the expected values (money × probability) of two
options were equal. The subject had to make his choice within 4
seconds. After that, a blank screen appeared again for 1 second.
Two frames were used: positive and negative ones. The
above example used a positive frame: the sure option took a
form of “keeping”. A negative-frame question corresponding to
the above example is same as the example, except that the sure
option was adapted into “Lose ¥180 for sure”. Four probabilities were used: 1/5, 2/5, 3/5, 4/5. Eight initial money amounts
were used, from ¥200 to ¥900, with a step of ¥100. Therefore
we had 2 (frames) × 4 (probabilities) × 8 (initial money
amounts) = 64 combinations, which made 64 trials. In each of
them, the expected values of the two options were equal. However, to make subjects stay clear-headed, 32 fill-in trials, in
which the expected values of two options were distinct, were
mixed into the focused trials. Therefore, we made 96 trials: 32
in positive frames, 32 in negative frames, and 32 as fill-in trials.
We had four repetitions so that we had 384 trials in total for the
formal experiment.
These trials were presented in a random order for each subject. These trials were divided into 4 sessions, each of which
contained 96 trials. The subject had a rest between two successive sessions. Before the formal experiment, the subject also
received instructions and 30 practice trials. The positions of
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Figure 1.
The experimental procedure in a typical trial.

sure and risky options were balanced both between sessions and
between subjects. The fill-in trials were excluded from data
analysis. The first 10 trials of 2nd, 3rd, and 4th sessions, were
taken as practice, and thus excluded from data analysis; this
kind of exclusion was not applied to the 1st session because
there had been 30 practice trials immediately before the 1st
session.
The participants were seated at approximately 80 cm away
from the computer screen with maximum visual angles for the
stimuli being 8.2˚ (horizontal) × 3.9˚ (vertical). They were instructed to keep their eyes fixated on the center of the screen
and avoid eye blinking and body movement while performing
the tasks. They were instructed to press a corresponding key to
indicate their choice, with their right forefinger and middle
finger.

EEG Recording and Preprocessing
An elastic cap with electrodes of 64 scalp sites according to
10 - 20 system was used to record subjects’ brain electrical
activity (Brain Product, Munchen, Germany), with the references placed on the left mastoid. The vertical electrooculogram
(VEOG) generated from blinks and vertical eye movements
was also recorded by using miniature electrodes placed approximately 1cm above and below the subject’s right eye, and
the horizontal electrooculogram (HEOG) by the outside rims of
their eyes. All electrode impedances were maintained below 10
kΩ. The EEG, VEOG, and HEOG signals were amplified and
digitized with a sampling rate of 500 Hz and a bandpass of .1 100 Hz.
The EEGs went through the following steps of offline preprocessing. They were rereferenced to an averaged mastoid
reference. Eye movement artifacts (eye blinks and movements)
were corrected with the Gratton & Coles method. The EEGs
was then filtered with a high cutoff of 16 Hz, 12 dB/oct. They
were then segmented and baseline-corrected. Segments whose
peak voltages exceeded ±80 μV after correction were excluded
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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before averaging. All these steps were performed with the Brain
Vision Analyser software (Brain Products). The ERP waveforms were time-locked at the onset of the stimuli in the decision screen of Figure 1. The averaged epochs for ERP were
1700 ms including 1500 ms post-stimulus waveform and 200
ms pre-stimulus baseline.

Results
Behavioral Results
Firstly, we examined whether framing effect occurred for
each probability. We compared the counts of trials in which the
subjects’ choices were consistent with framing effect (choosing
sure options in positive frame or risky options in negative
frame) and those inconsistent (choosing risky options in positive frame or sure options in negative frame) for each probability. We found that framing effect did not appear for the probability of 1/5. This is understandable because prospect theory
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1979) stated people are generally riskneutral for some probability between small and middle, and
thus people’s choices might not be affected by frames for these
probabilities. Therefore the data of this probability (1/5) were
excluded from the following behavioral and neural analysis.
We then compared the counts of trials in which the subjects’
choices were consistent with framing effect (mean ± se =
139.20 ± 5.569) and those inconsistent (mean ± se = 96.85 ±
5.672), as shown in Figure 2. A paired t-test revealed a significant difference: t(19) = 3.772, p = .001. This result suggested
our subjects were generally susceptible to framing effect.

Electrophysiological Results
We firstly compared the scalp potentials between framing
effect and reversal framing effect. According to the waveforms
and topographic maps, we chose two time windows and some
electrode sites for analysis.
In the time window of 1100 - 1200 ms, the following electrode sites were selected for analysis: Fpz, Fp1, AF3, AF4, F4.
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A 5 (electrode) × 2 (effect: framing effect vs reversal framing
effect) repeated measures ANOVA was used to analyzed the
scalp potentials. The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied to p-values whenever necessary. We found the potentials
related to framing effect differed from those to reversal framing
effect significantly: F(1, 19) = 6.635, p = .019, ηp2 = .259. Figure 3 illustrated this contrast.
In the time window of 1300 - 1500 ms, the following electrode sites were selected for analysis: Pz, P1, P3, POz, PO3. A
5 (electrode) × 2 (effect: framing effect vs reversal framing
effect) repeated measures ANOVA was used to analyzed the
scalp potentials. We found the potentials related to framing
effect differed from those to reversal framing effect significantly: F(1, 19) = 4.483, p = .048, ηp2 = .191. Figure 4 illustrated this contrast.
An intriguing question is, whether the subjects’ susceptibility
to framing effect can be reflected in their scalp potentials. For
this purpose, we calculated three indices. Behavioral index of
framing effect = count of trials in which a subject’s choice was
consistent with framing effect—that of inconsistent. Scalp potential index of framing effect = averaged scalp potential of
trials in which a subject’s choice was consistent with framing
effect—that of inconsistent. Scalp potential index of framing
effect has two kinds: one for the medial prefrontal scalp during
1100 - 1200 ms, and the other for the parietal scalp during 1300
- 1500 ms.
Figure 5 depicts the co-variation relationship between behavioral index of framing effect and scalp potential index of
framing effect in 1100 - 1200 ms on the medial prefrontal scalp.
With a linear regression, scalp potential index of framing effect
can positively reflect behavioral index of framing effect significantly: p = .011. This result means, the more a subject’s
electrical potential on the medial prefrontal scalp was influenced by the framing effect, the more a subject’s choice was
influenced by the framing effect.
Figure 6 depicts the co-variation relationship between behavioral index of framing effect and scalp potential index of
framing effect in 1300 - 1500 ms on the parietal scalp. With a
linear regression, scalp potential index of framing effect can
negatively reflect behavioral index of framing effect significantly: p = .005. This result means, the more a subject’s electrical potential on the parietal scalp was influenced by the
framing effect, the less a subject’s choice was influenced by the
framing effect.

Discussion

Figure 2.
Framing effect and reversal framing effect reflected in averaged counts.
Framing effect: trials in which the subjects chose sure options in positive frame or risky options in negative frame. Reversal framing effect:
trials in which the subjects chose risky options in positive frame or sure
options in negative frame.
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In our study, the participants exhibited framing effect in all
probabilities (4/5, 3/5, 2/5) except the too small probability
(1/5). This result was consistent with prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). Choices consistent with framing effect
(choosing sure options in positive frame and risky options in
negative frame) were preceded by relatively stronger electrical
potentials on the medial prefrontal scalp during 1100 - 1200 ms.
Choices consistent with reversal framing effect (choosing risky
options in positive frame and sure options in negative frame)
were preceded by relatively stronger electrical potentials on the
parietal scalp during 1300 - 1500 ms. Most importantly, the
electrical potentials on these two scalp areas could respectively
reflect subjects’ susceptibility to the framing effect.
Previous fMRI studies (De Martino et al., 2006; Deppe et al.,
2005; Deppe et al., 2007; Gonzalez et al., 2005; Kuo et al.,
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Figure 3.
Waveforms at the electrode sites of AF4, Fpz and Fp1; Topographical map of the difference potential between framing effect and reversal framing
effect in the time window of 1100 - 1200 ms.

Figure 4.
Waveforms at the electrode sites of P3, P1 and POz; Topographical map of the difference potential between framing effect and reversal framing effect
in the time window of 1300 - 1500 ms.

2009) have related framing effect or intuition to medial prefrontal or anterior cingulate cortices. Therefore we expected that
stronger electrical potentials on medial prefrontal scalp would
precede choices consistent with framing effect. As revealed
544

above, they did. Choosing consistently with framing effect is a
dominant choice pattern, which possibly represents a default
decision pattern and so relies more on intuition. That is why the
fMRI studies and our ERP study had the above observations.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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tinct: our study used ERP technique while that study used fMRI
technique.
This study is probably the first study that finds correlation
between susceptibility to framing effect in decisions and scalp
potentials. Future further research on this topic can possibly
develop into such degree that people can predict and decrease
human susceptibility to framing effect in decisions by measureing and modulating scalp potentials.
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Figure 5.
Subjects’ susceptibility to framing effect can be reflected by electrical
potentials on the medial prefrontal scalp during 1100 - 1200 ms.

Figure 6.
Subjects’ susceptibility to framing effect can be negatively reflected by
the electrical potentials on the parietal scalp during 1300 - 1500 ms.

Previous fMRI research (Kuo et al., 2009) has related deliberation with the activity of the parietal cortex. We speculated
that choosing according to reversal framing effect (behaving
opposite to the dominant choice pattern) might need more deliberation, and so relied more on the parietal cortex, and thus
were preceded by stronger electrical potential on the parietal
scalp. Our observation in the experiment verified this expectation.
Most importantly, we found that both the electrical potentials
on the medial prefrontal scalp and those on the parietal scalp
could respectively reflect subjects’ susceptibility to the framing
effect. A previous fMRI study (Deppe et al., 2007) found that
the susceptibility to framing during attractiveness evaluation
could be reflected in the activity of anterior cingulated cortex.
Our study is distinct from that fMRI study in two important
aspects. Firstly, the research fields are distinct: our study focused on decision making, while that study focused on attracttiveness evaluation. Secondly, the research techniques are dis-
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